Abstract. The atomic configuration of an epitaxial overlayer on a substrate with substantial lattice mismatch is studied by the Monte Carlo method. Covering a wide range of the ratio of intra-and inter-layer interactions, we have clarified a succession of several phases. Circular boundary conditions are also exanlined to elucidate island/domain structures.
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To cite this version: [l] indicate an interesting situation that the monolayer of NbSe,, although basically retains its own lattice constant, interacts with MoS, substrate to make the crystal axes of both layers aligned.
Bearing this type of systems in mind, we have studied an epitaxial monolayer/substrate systems with a substantial lattice mismatch. To systematically investigate a variety of possible situations, the ratio of intra-layer interaction and inter-layer interaction is varied. The atomic configurations have been determined by the Monte Carlo method.
Model
We take a simple model consisting of two layers of triangular lattices with different lattice constants (Fig. 1 ). For MX,/M'X', system, this amounts to considering only the chalcogen atoms at the interface. In the case of van der Waals epitaxy, the intra-layer interaction is covalent, which is described here by a potential,
where k is af'force constant for the bending of covalent bond angles, and rii is the distance of nearest-neighbow atoms within each layer with an unperturbed distance r,. The inter-layer van der Waals interaction is described by be represented by its curvature, 4 d2V,,/dr2, at the minimum, R , = Z ' /~~, of the Lenard-Jones potential, the ratio of the inter-layer and intra-layer interactions becomes @ / k . We take a van der Waals radius R0=3.66L and r,substrate=3.16i, bulk values for MoS2 [2] , with the force constant k=1.4~10~d~n/cm [3] . Typical MX, systems have @/k-0.2. Here we take the ratio of the lattice constants of overlayer and substrate to be 1.2 (20% lattice mismatch). System size dependence is studied in both periodic and circular boundary conditions. The atomic configuration is obtained by the standard Monte Carlo method[4] at T=300K with typically 4x10' Monte Carlo steps. We allow lattice distortions within each layer, and the equilibrium layer distance is determined separately.
Results and discussions
The results (Fig. 2) for the equilibrium atomic configurations show that there exist various phases according as $/k is changed. Namely the atomic displacements exhibit, as @/k is increased, (a)glassy flow, (b)array of local expansion/compressions and (c)array of vorteces. These features arise because the lattice mismatch makes the system a kind of frustrated systems, in which the intra-and inter-layer interactions con~pete. This is particularly manifest in the glassy regime or vortex regime, in which an array of vorteces and antivorteces occurs. In the box boundary condition, in which we confine the atoms in a circular potential well, the results for atomic displace~nents are qualitatively the same. The important observation in this boundary condition, however, is that the overall crystal axis of the overlayer is rotated relative to substrate (Fig. 3) . The angle of rotation, 8 , decreases with the size of the system as 8=3O0 (number of atoms=217, size-3&), 8" (562, 61i), 2" (1072, 8 3 i ) for smaller interlayer interactions in agreement with experimental results for MX, systems. For larger interlayer coupling (@/k=2.0), 6 is shown to be small even for small sizes. Since the box boundary condition may be thought of as simulating island or domain structures, we can predict that islands or domains of varying sizes in the overlayer assume similar behaviour. In the regimes (b) and (c), the centres of compression or vortex are distributed quasi-periodically. This results in a structure factor with characteristic satellites (Fig. 4) . These results can be confirmed by diffraction studies or scanning tunneling microscopy. In conclusion, there are interesting features in the epitaxy of systems with various ratios of intra-layer and inter-layer interactions. These features should be reflected 
